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Creative Notice: In Divine Service
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Divine Law carries restorative Power and compensence.
What is Created by Divine Authority

is Protected by Divine Authority.
We leave it to Divine Law to balance any transgressions.

restorative: give back, put back to former state, return
compensence: remuneration, counterbalance





Translation Notice: In Divine Service

Father Which Is in Heaven:
“In Right and Proper Exchange of Information there is but one 

conveyance in Right and Proper Order of Divine Expression.
The Divine manifests in multiple ways, in multiple cultures.

It is each unto its own way of perception.

It matters not what others may say or think, it matters always 
only that which is Divinely Appointed each day.

It was Given unto your perception, 
Right and Proper Orderly Progression

of Divine Nomenclature each and every day, step of your way.
Those who transpire to subvert your words and direction 

shall Penalty pay, 
for that which is Divinely Authorized Nomenclature, 

subsides, subsists in Grand and Glorious Scheme.

Let no man put asunder that which is Divine in Nature.

As to exact literal translation, there can be none.
It is, would be, a departure from that Divinely Authorized 

Conveyance should you undertake to do so. 
Yes, the gist would remain intact, however, the nuances, 
reflections, inflection would no longer convey the subtle 

multidimensional unrefracted Nature.
It is by Divine Appointment this Conveyance comes 

in your time, in your way.
Let not those who would put asunder Direct Divine Conveyance do so, at 

Penalty of perjury of Divinely Authorized material.”

nomenclature: system of names used as a science or art
transpire: seek to bring about

subvert: ruin, corrupt
subsides: descends 

subsist: as means of maintaining life
asunder: separate into pieces

perjury: voluntary violation of an oath to tell the Truth
oath: a solid appeal to the Divine to witness to the Truth of a statement or the 

sacredness of a promise.





NOTICE TO READER

This book provides a means by which we can share 
what we have experienced and come to Know in this journey toward 

awakening.  It was created based on 
“where we were” at the time of its conception. 

Future material will show Spiritual Progression in Awakening.

This material is for individual use only. 
It is intended to spark creative contemplation 

and consideration of ‘if… then…’.  
It is intended to provide a means by which you can enhance your 

experience of that which is Divine (rather than to provide a means by 
which you are told or taught what to believe, 
how to behave, and what is right or wrong).

Because this material brings Light, 
you may find some of it very unsettling.

It is ultimately you who, through your Spiritual Awareness and Prayer 
for Discernment and Guidance, 

must establish the Divine Truth of what IS.
As you do so, Know that Divine Truth is a Progression of 

ever expanding refinement.

Divine Answers Respect all living things.

Should you choose to do so, any incorporation of this material into 
your life is at your discretion and your sole responsibility.

Know that the Divine / Father Which Is in Heaven 
is available to provide additional support in understanding, 

learning, or applying this material in your own life.





In Our Words

We want to make it perfectly clear, especially to the young who have not  
been raised in the way of Respect, that we have posted the requirement 
Father has placed for the material presented to be and remain accurate,  
unaltered, and fully True to the context of His Teachings.

The  Penalty  He has  clearly  outlined  for  subverting  this  material  is  not 
something  that  would  be  implemented  on  an  individual  level,  but  by 
Universal Law. This carries its own retribution.

To  those  who  would  scoff  at  this,  thinking  themselves  immune  to 
Universal Law, we can only say, please be aware that these are not empty 
words.  Ignoring  Universal  Law  and  the  Father's  Way  does  not  bring 
absolution from the consequences of one's actions. Anyone focused on the 
Father Knows the Truth of this.

This is a free e-book. You may freely distribute this material and file 
only in its complete and unaltered format. This includes printed material. 
All material shall retain the “In Divine Service” notice and the Words that 
Father  has  Spoken  regarding  His  Authority  in  Universal  Law  for  the 
Protection and retribution of violating His Word. 

You may freely reference this material only if you correctly “cite your 
source”. That is to say,  to make reference to information from Father's 
material you will appropriately credit BlueStarWay and the name of the 
material  from which  the reference was made.   References and quotes 
may not be taken out of context. Sentences in italics shall remain in 
italics to indicate direct Conveyance from Father Which Is in Heaven. 
No referenced or quoted commentary by Martin, Mister, or Linda is to be 
given or presented as direct information from the Father,  but rather as 
having been shared by their understanding at the time the material was 
written.





This material is freely shared by us.
If, in Joyful ThanksGiving,

you feel like sharing a Gift with us
please visit
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Side note by Martin

The Father  Which Is in Heaven referred  to in all  of the material  Linda and I  have 
created is the Father Jesus taught us to pray to in the Lord's Prayer.  'Living God,' 
'Father Within,'  and 'Father'  are used interchangeably and refer to the same Father 
Which Is in Heaven. 

Please take note that the concepts we have “inherited” in regards to Who and What 
the Father Is, His Desires, Goals, and Aspirations, as well as how He Manifests on 
Earth and  in  Humanity  are  very  limited,  constricted,  and quite  frankly  suffocating. 
Please do give yourself room for expansion in this regard and do not be put off by the 
use of this terminology. The information contained in this book is neither patriarchal, 
religious, spiritualist, scientific, dogmatic, atheist, shamanic, new age, worldly, alien, 
nor any other modality. It just Is what it Is.

Also be aware that while there is only one Father Which Is in Heaven and no one else 
can “claim” this Name, the words 'god,' 'father,' and 'lord' in and of themselves seem to 
not carry this type of restriction. Therefore, unless one makes it clear that the use of 
words  such  as  'God',  'Living  God,'  or  'Father'  specifically  address  Father  Which  is 
Heaven, it is possible for any number of entities floating around with a 'god' or 'lord' 
complex to answer the call. 

That this is not an issue to be taken lightly is shown for example by the vast numbers 
of people throughout history who have gone to war, plundered, and taken human life 
presumably  under  'god's'  direction  as  well  as  by  the  number  of  people  who still 
subscribe to this day to the divinity of such guidance. It is also shown by the vast 
number of people who deny, sacrifice, and flagellate self or others in the name of 'god.' 
Father Which Is in Heaven would never incite such actions. He has made this very clear 
to Linda and I again and again.

Obviously, there is a great need to be very Discerning in this matter and while it would 
be easy to get lost in terminology and arguments, this is really a matter of the Heart 
and of Intention. For the western or 'christianized' mind, the term 'Father Which Is in 
Heaven' together with the refinements included in this book can be a helpful aid to 
hone one's Heart and Intention in the right direction.



I specifically say 'western' or 'christianized' mind because Father has Conveyed  and 
made it very clear to us that:

The Divine manifests in multiple ways, in multiple cultures.
It is each to its own way of perception.

And while different cultures do have different terminology and ways of relating to the 
Father, it is the case that all those who successfully commune with the Divine share 
common  traits  such  as  Harmony  and  Oneness  with  Nature,  Peaceful  disposition, 
Respect of Self and others, and Sovereign Expression. To these cultures and people 
the notion of destroying, killing, debasing, conquering, subduing, converting, ruling, 
dominating, or profiting from their fellow men and Earth is incomprehensible and alien 
indeed.

Whatever you do and whichever way you Honor and Develop your Relationship with 
the Divine just remember that Divine Answers Respect all Living Things and that the 
Divine isn't engaged in any battles.

Something else that needs briefly explained is the convention we adopted to capitalize 
certain words that have various, and often times opposing, meanings and therefore are 
prone to being misinterpreted or misused because of this. In short, when we capitalize 
words  within  a  sentence  we  do  so  to  specifically  refer  to  the  'healthy'  and  thus 
benevolent  interpretation  of  these  words  that  supports  a  Life  and  Sovereign 
Expression Harmonious with Creation  and the  Good Will  and Intent  of  the Father 
Which Is in Heaven. When we write the same words without capitalization we do so to 
denote the misunderstandings associated with these words. 

For example, in our writings, lower case 'l,' love, refers to the common misconception 
that associates this 'love' with sexual passion (which is a word derived from the Latin 
word 'pati' which means 'to suffer'), sexual arousal, and / or physical attraction and 
requires  such things as  putting others  first,  attachment,  control,  self  denial,  (self) 
sacrifice, compromise, duty, etc., etc.. 

Capital 'L,' Love, on the other hand, refers in our writings to a Feeling that Elevates,  
Respects,  Cares,  Appreciates,  brings  Well  Being  and  Comfort,  and  supports  such 
states  of  expression  as  Health,  Humor,  Kindness,  Peace,  and  Benevolence.  An 
experience that is innate to our Being or Who We Are and is independent of others 
although its expression in us may be facilitated in their  presence  just like being in 
Nature facilitates us getting in touch with our inner Peace. 



Similarly, little 'p'  play denotes doing things in the way of the world and from the 
perception  of  the  world.  It  includes  slabor,  fighting,  resisting,  profiting,  ruling, 
destroying,  abusing,  killing,  warring,  saving,  converting,  and  trying  to  defeat  or 
overcome the 'bad guys,' whoever they may happen to be at any given time, so we can 
be 'safe.' 

While, big 'P' Play indicates what we came here to Earth to do: Play in Father's Garden 
in a Light Hearted, Respectful, Joy-full, Constructive, Edifying Way through which we 
manifest our Divinity and expand our experience, KNowledge, and Understandings of 
Creation and Father Which Is in Heaven's Good Will and Intent for us. 

As you can see, this convention, while seemingly simple, is of utmost significance to 
facilitate a Proper interpretation of our writings. 

Obviously we can't nor haven't applied this convention to every word we use for that 
would  be  too  cumbersome.  Neither  does  this  convention  apply  to  proper  names, 
though  many  times  we  purposely  'downgrade'  a  proper  name  to  lower  case  to 
emphasize the point we seek to convey. 

Occasionally  we  may  miss  a  capitalization,  however  the  concepts  being  conveyed 
within  the  sentence  and  paragraph  will  make  it  perfectly  clear  whether  we  are 
referring to the 'unhealthy' or 'healthy' meaning of the word. 

In-Joy
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A nice beginning

122611

I would like to begin this new season by quoting a very creative woman whose first 
entry in her RoseNoel  1 blog eloquently conveys that which I would like to say this 
day:

    “Linda:

September 8, 2009
And So It Begins . . . (classic not creative) 2

This blog is about creativity. Creativity is not something to be scheduled. It may 
come at any “time”, remaining briefly or lingering. The most important aspect is 
to finish the creation in the energy available for that event of creativity.

This is to say, the blog will ebb and flow as it follows creative expression.”

1 http://bluestarway.com/rosenoelblog
2 http://bluestarway.com/rosenoelblog/index.php?post/2009/09/08/And-So-It-Begins-.-.-.-%28classic-not-creative
%29
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Celestial Symphony

010512

Linda has made available an audio and written contemplation to discover one's Life 
Goal. You can find it by clicking here 3 or by selecting the "Celestial Symphony" page in 
the top menu bar of my blog.

InJoy with a Light Heart.

3 http://bluestarway.com/rosenoelblog/index.php?post/2012/01/05/Celestial-Symphony
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As to moisture  part 1

011112

In writing the "Unconventional  Series"  and making a correlation between moisture, 
current sea, and Abundance, I have been very aware of the negative connotation we 
consciously or unconsciously tend to have regarding humidity.

For example, high humidity or moisture is readily associated with growth of mold and 
fungus in gardens as well as in houses or dark enclosures such as basements. High 
humidity also makes summer heat or winter cold significantly less bearable, thus giving 
rise to the notion that dryer environments are preferable to humid ones.

It is important to understand that the reason high humidity seems to be detrimental to 
life is simply a matter of perception. 

I would suggest that the reason it appears humidity makes weather extremes less 
bearable  is  because  humidity  enhances  our  senses  and  interaction  with  the 
environment,  thus  making  it  easier  to  recognize  environmental  imbalances.  In 
contradistinction to this, dryness numbs our senses giving us a false perception of the 
environment. Said differently, it is not the high humidity that is the problem, but rather 
the temperature extremes (and lack of humidity) that are.
 
Similarly, it is not high humidity that causes mold and fungus. If it were so, jungles 
would simply be smothered by them. Instead, I would suggest it is an imbalance in the 
natural environment that facilitates such growth. This imbalance is caused, from what I 
can discern at this time, by factors such as:

the pilfering of the current sea which diminishes the nourishment and Abundance 
received upon the Earth weakening both People and Earth.

the  consumption  /  destruction  of  Earth's  resources  through  mining  and 
conventional  agriculture  which remove precious metals,  minerals,  gemstones, 

3



and other needed nourishment from the soil, making life upon Earth more frail 
and vulnerable to disease.

the obsessive compulsion of People to block themselves and their living quarters 
from beneficial SunLight, especially UV light.

the squandering of resources to support destructive activities and lifestyles that 
poison and genetically alter life upon Earth. 

the blocking of Sunlight through chemtrails which have been reported to contain 
among other things, mold, fungus, and disease.

4
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As to moisture  part 2

011212

In  broad  terms,  it  can  be  said  then that  the  reason it  appears  high  humidity  is  a 
problem is because the Earth and People are out of balance. This false perception of 
humidity will fade into nothingness once balance is restored. After all, warm humid 
days with a nice cool breeze that refreshes the senses are indeed very In-Joyable.

This restoration to balance is to be accomplished individually by both Earth and People 
and will be facilitated by the progression of the Sun into his new orbit.

What does the process of restoration look like for the Earth? Earth-shaking... no pun 
intended. For example, Father has explained that the Earth uses volcanoes to replenish 
the mineral content of surface and atmosphere as necessary. This volcanic activity will 
go hand in hand with other changes needed to correct the Earth's tilt, rotational axis,  
and alignment with the Sun. 4

In  Light  of  this,  it  is  possible  to  recognize  why  People  who  Desire  to  restore 
themselves  to balance  must,  of  a  necessity,  also allow and prepare  for  the  Earth 
changes that are upon the horizon. 

4 This activity is not to be confused with artificially generated earth activity.
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As to electricity

011512

In this "Unconventional Wisdom" series, I have made reference to free energy several 
times. So how would we go about receiving such energy?

Perhaps, if we were to look at how radios and cars work we would discern but one 
way to obtain free energy.

In generic terms, a radio receiver allows us to hear a radio station by tuning into the 
signal the radio station transmits. Radio stations broadcast this signal by means of 
energy or power. That is to say, they use energy as a carrier of the radio signal. The 
greater the power or energy used, the stronger the signal. It is not uncommon to hear 
radio stations boast regarding the thousands of Watts of energy they use to transmit 
their signals. Well, why not, rather than focusing on the radio signal, focus on the 
energy transmission and build a receiver that will tune to this available energy?

But why limit ourselves to the strength of a radio transmission? Why not simply tune 
to the energy emitted by the Sun or even the Earth? All that is needed for this is an 
antenna and a receiver. It is that simple... and surprisingly enough, we already have the 
infrastructure  that  would  make  this  possible  in  place:  radio  antennas,  satellite 
antennas, radio transmission antennas, power grid transmission system, and even all 
the  radio  telescopes  being  used  to explore  space.  All  we  are  missing  is  a  simple 
receiver and the simple shift in perception that would allow us to recognize things for 
what they are.

Art Bell, famous for his Coast to Coast AM radio show in these United States, would 
many times speak of the charge his radio antenna would pick up and how baffled he 
was by this problem. He did all sorts of investigations on this matter and theorized in 
many ways as to what was happening, never realizing, at least publicly, that he was 
receiving free energy through his antenna and that with a little tweaking he could have 
turned it into free energy to power his house.

6
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Electric  engineers and radio ham operators, are very aware of the need to protect 
themselves and their equipment from such things as static, noise, or interference. To 
their perception, free energy is a nuisance that needs suppressed. Yet, if they would 
allow themselves to see beyond their scope of interest, they would find it easy to 
actually learn how to receive and amplify this static / noise / interference so as to 
make it available for everyday use.

I have heard it said in a documentary on Tesla, who actually considered this possibility, 
that the problem with this idea is that it is not possible to generate enough electricity 
for  industrial  applications.  To  this  I  say  first,  so  what?  Focus  on  household  use. 
Second, take a look at how cars work.

In generic terms, car engines use the voltage of a battery and by means of a simple 
canister called a coil, convert this 12V of energy into the thousands of volts needed to 
create a spark in the spark plug. Therein is a way to amplify the "weak" signal of free 
energy: use coil principles.

A slight shift in perception is all it takes and the more primitive and simple, and thus 
inexpensive this system is, the better for us the People.

7



Faith

012112

To begin my next topic of conversation, I would like to quote once again from Linda's 
blog:

    Substance of 5

On a beautiful balmy, cool breeze day !

Thank You Father !

Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, 
the evidence of things not   seen.

- 1769 Oxford King James Bible 'Authorized Version

Perhaps Faith is something more than the physical senses can convey.

Ask to see Faith in The Father Way.  See what is revealed this day.

With blue skies, balmy temperatures and cool breeze receiving pure rain !

5 http://bluestarway.com/rosenoelblog/index.php?post/2011/07/27/substance-of
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Oops...

012612

In the entry "Have Faith", I shared what Father Said about Faith early in our journey.

Linda's entries on "substance" and her quote from the Bible regarding Faith being "the 
substance of things hoped for" (see my last entry), made it clear there is a greater 
understanding available on this matter, pun intended.

To receive this understanding, I will use the tried and true method developed by Linda 
in  her  "Dreams and Days" book. That is to say,  I  will  use dictionary definitions to 
expand our perception. Remember that many times the definitions contained in a word 
give us both the problem or distortion that was introduced to our perception, as well 
as the answer.

Let's first take a look at the word "hope".

hope:

to desire with expectation of fulfillment
to wish 
confident expectation

Now, let's take a look at the word "desire" and see what kind of "can of worms" we 
have just opened.

desire [de- from + sidus, sidere star; with reference to astrology]:

to wish or long for
to covet; crave
sexual appetite; passion; lust

9



In reading the elaboration found in this dictionary regarding the synonyms for desire 
we learn that:

desire expresses ardent feeling often implied with sexual longing and, as applied 
to sexual longing, it includes the longing for companionship and affection, as 
well as for sexual satisfaction
the word "wish" is commonly substituted for "desire" to avoid this implication, 
but wish is also used of things remote and unattainable
crave suggests compulsive appetite
covet is a desire for that which belongs to another

With  this  definition  of  "desire"  it  is  not  surprising  that  eastern  philosophies  have 
suggested that one must get rid of all desire so as to liberate oneself spiritually. It is 
also not surprising that western cultures would have great confusion regarding the 
meaning of faith and how it is to be expressed. As you can see, so much distortion has 
been introduced to our understanding of desire, that there is little trace of Truth left.

Here is what the dictionary says about faith:

faith:

confidence or dependence on a person, statement, or thing as trustworthy
belief without need for certain proof
belief in God or in testimony as recorded in the Scriptures or other religious 
writings.

Now let us combine all  this  together  and see what kind of distorted and perhaps 
unconscious drive / behavior is created by this misrepresentation:

If as the Bible says, faith is the substance of things hoped for and hope is a desire  
which is defined as a sexual appetite / craving / coveting, then it follows that the 
greater one's sexual appetites are, the greater one's longing for another is, the greater 

10
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one's compulsive appetites are, and the greater one's coveting is, the greater one's 
belief in god is.

Said differently.  To long for another, to want companionship,  affection, and sexual 
satisfaction is a way to give expression to one's faith in god or in the scriptures.

Said differently, the very belief in god or in the scriptures is what gives substance to 
the longing for another, for sexual appetite, passion, lust, cravings, and coveting.

Said in a more romantic and palatable way, there is someone out there, your other 
half,  your  soul  mate,  awaiting.  That  one  person  with  whom you  may  fulfill  your 
passions and need for companionship and with whom you may live happily ever after 
as you help fulfill "gods command" to populate the earth. This is god's will for you, 
proof of his existence and love for you.

Oops...

11



Unoopsing things

012812

In  my  last  entry,  it  became  apparent  that  there  is  great  potential  for  much 
misunderstanding  when  it  comes  to  faith,  hope,  and  desire.  Let's  begin  then  to 
untangle things so we can get to the Truth as I understand it at this time, based on 
what Father has taught and shown Linda and I.

Let's address the word desire first. As said many times and in many ways through this 
and Linda's blog, Father has explained that we have been given a false desire and that 
this little "d" desire is different from our True, capital "D" Desire. When we go about 
seeking fulfillment of this false little "d" desire, rather than our True, capital "D" Desire, 
we  end  up  of  a  necessity  unfulfilled.  Why?  Because  we  are  giving  substance  to 
something that is unreal and is designed to lead us astray. It is the chasing of virtual 
carrots... no matter how many one may get, they can never satiate one's hunger.

The definition of the word "desire" as a sexual appetite, longing for companionship and 
sexual fulfillment, lust, coveting, or craving is simply the definition of this false little "d" 
desire  the unrighteous /  unholy have introduced in  us.  This  is  why pursuing these 
activities leave us unfulfilled or empty handed.

To begin to grasp the meaning of capital "D" Desire, we could look at the word "wish", 
since this word is specifically used when one wishes to remove any connotation of 
sexuality from the word desire. The problem with using this word, is that "wish" also 
carries the connotation of something that is remote or unattainable. Thus giving the 
inference  or illusion that our True capital  "D"  Desire  is  nothing more than wishful 
thinking.

So where do we turn? To the root of the word. Desire has its roots in the words "from 
+ star". The star of our solar system is the Sun, and as Father has explained to us, the 
Sun is a manifestation of His Desire to support our Journey upon the Earth. Thus, our 
capital "D" Desire carries the characteristics of the Father Which Is in Heaven and is a 
direct expression of what we came here to do / accomplish with, for, and / or in the 
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auspices of the Father. Thus, capital "D" Desire is something that brings Joy and Peace, 
uplifts our Heart and nourishes our Soul, and brings freedom of movement to go and 
do as needed to receive the Blessings Father would bestow upon us.

13



Unoopsing things  continued

012912

Father has explained that when we become dependent on someone / something other 
than ourselves and our direct Communion with Him, we literally misalign ourselves. 
Father calls this problem "leaning". Leaning goes hand in hand with this little "d" desire 
distortion and in a nutshell, it causes one's energy to go toward the person / thing that 
has been elevated into "godhood" and has "taken" the place of the Father in one's 
perception.

Thus,  when  we  look  at  the  dictionary  and  see  any  definition  of  faith  as  being 
dependence on something or someone else, we know that is a definition of little "f" 
faith. We are being given a distortion or false testimony.

With this in mind, and with the definition of capital "H" Hope as capital "D" Desire for 
which we have confident expectation of its fulfillment, we can take another look at the 
Bible quote referenced by Linda (capital "F" and "H" added by me):

    Now Faith is the substance of things Hoped for,
    the evidence of things not seen.

That is to say, Faith is substance and evidence.

substance:

material of which anything is made
a material object as contrasted with something intangible
density; body
material wealth; property

Contrary  to worldly  perception,  Faith  is  not  some intangible  concept  or  lofty self 
delusional  goal  relegated  to  the  spiritual  or  intellectual  realms.  Instead,  Faith  is 
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something very tangible. Faith has density, body and constitutes wealth and property. 
It is the very elements of which things are made.

To say Faith is the substance of things Hoped for, is to say that Faith is the (raw) 
material / wealth / property that is or was used to create or give physical form to that 
which is / was Desired. Faith turns that which is intangible into something tangible. It 
is the "evidence of things not seen".

Evidence:

that which serves to prove or disprove something
an outward indication of the existence or fact of something

The Sun is  physical  and tangible.  It  is  an outward indication of Father's  Desire  to 
Sustain us. It proves the Existence of the Father.

The Earth is physical and tangible. It is an outward indication of Father's Desire to 
provide us with a Sacred Place where we can receive His Blessings and experience the 
Bounty and Beauty of Creation. It proves the Existence of the Father.

Fruits,  flowers,  plants,  seeds,  nuts,  air,  water,  color,  fragrance  are  physical  and 
tangible. They are an outward indication of Father's Desire to Nourish our Soul and 
Body in a gentle and beneficial way. They prove the Existence of the Father.

As the saying goes... the proof is in the pudding...
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Unoopsing things  more

013012

Think you not the Father Knows
those things you have need of?
He would that you should have
All things both great and small
to make manifest His Will (and Intent) in the world.

Faith is a readily perceivable, external manifestation of Father's Good Will and Intent 
to provide all that we need to manifest "His Will (and Intent) in the world."

Recognize what Faith is not,
replace it with Faith
without condemnation.

That which proves the benevolence of the Father, automatically disproves the notion 
that He would bring harm to us in any way.

Any manifestation of darkness, death, decay, and destruction is not an expression of 
Faith.  Therefore  it  is  not  real  evidence.  Instead,  it  is  a  forgery  of  Truth.  It  is  the 
fraudulent misrepresentation of the Father and of Creation.

Father is asking us to recognize what Faith is not, so we may replace it with Faith.

Have Faith in the man you are.

Not in another or even in the Father, but in the man (or woman) that you are. Us the 
People, in our very physical bodies upon this physical Earth are evidence of our Divine 
Nature and Father's Good Will and Intent.

Rather than misdirecting our raw materials, wealth, and property to give substance to 
fraud, Father is letting us KNow we are to use Faith to give expression to our capital 
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"D" Desire, which, in its Purest and unadulterated form, is to KNow Creator in our own 
unique and individual way as we walk upon Father's Garden on Earth.

Can't quite see the reality of Faith? The evidence of things not seen?
Your lesson in this,
is to perceive not with the eyes of the world,
but to Know that the Father is Sovereign
in all matters great and small.

When doubt comes creeping in: have Faith.

It is time to rise from the death and destruction.

Hold fast to your Faith 6.

6 In other words, stop giving it away.
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Welcome Mister

013112

Now that we have been upon the land for while, the Mystical and Magical is becoming 
more tangible. As a result of this, we are now introducing a new blog. This blog is 
written with Mr., a valiant dog of the Americas.

Visit his Valiant Dog Blog 7 for a new and different way to learn about Truth.

7 http://bluestarway.com/valiantdogblog/
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What made the difference?

020112

Many years ago, I watched a movie on TV which depicted the last days of the fascist 
regime in Europe. One thing that always intrigued me about this movie was the change 
that occurred overnight in the behavior of People. One day you have them all fearful of 
the "system", careful of what they say and do lest they be taken by the purveyors of 
tyranny. The next day, it is the purveyors of tyranny that are running away in fear as 
People begin to round them up and hold them accountable for what they have done.

What made the difference? What caused this "power" transfer?
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Long awaited answer

020312

What made the difference? Faith.

Faith you say? Yes, Faith I say.

First you have capital "F" Faith which is to be placed in one Self, turned into little "f"  
faith  which  is  directed  toward  someone  else.  In  this  case  government.  The  raw 
material / wealth / property that was meant to give physical expression to Father's 
Will for the People, is now being misdirected to give substance to the unrighteous / 
unholy and their dreams of insanity.

This very misdirection of substance is what substantiates and powers the forgery the 
unrighteous / unholy put upon us the People. The apparent power the unrighteous / 
unholy have is nothing else,  nothing more than People's  own Power.  This is a key 
concept / understanding.

This key concept is well understood in martial arts: he who takes the first move looses. 
Why? Because in martial arts, the very energy used for the attack is the energy that is 
used to defeat the opponent. Transferring our Faith to someone else is equivalent to 
taking the first  move.  Once we have done it,  we have already lost.  The  more we 
struggle, the more energy we give away, the greater our defeat. This is why, to quote 
the Borg in StarTrek, "resistance is futile".

How is the outcome changed once the mistake is made? We stop and do it differently. 
We reclaim our Faith.  Now, substance is no longer being given away. There is no 
energy that can be used against us.

This is what made the difference. One day the People's misdirected faith was giving 
substance to tyranny. The next, People woke up and reclaimed their Faith. Without 
substance,  tyranny crumbled and its purveyors became the powerless entities they 
really are.
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Unfortunately for us, People back then only reclaimed their Faith momentarily. Rather 
than  taking  this  opportunity  to  establish  their  sovereignty,  they  were  once  again 
tricked into slowly but surely transferring their Faith back into the very infrastructure 
that was used to enslave them in the first place.

Us the People, in this time and space continuum, must learn to do it differently. Right 
here,  right  now.  Rather  than  leaning,  depending,  squandering,  resisting,  fighting, 
waring, opposing, or running away, we Wise up.

It is time for us People to:
 
"Hold fast to [our] Faith".
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Faith and digestion?

020412

The exploration on Faith has been launched from a Bible quote which says:

    Now Faith is the substance of things Hoped for,
    the evidence of things not seen

Perhaps  now,  with  the  knowledge  we  have  been  acquiring,  we  could  refine  this 
understanding and re-write it as follows:

Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for. The physical manifestation of 
things Hoped for is the evidence of things unseen. Faith is the process "from 
promise to fruition" that allows this to happen.

Perhaps in a rather rough way, we could compare this to the more tangible process of 
digestion:

Food is the substance that nourishes and sustains. The physical manifestation of 
this nourishment expresses as strength, robustness, and health of the body. This 
manifestation is the evidence of things unseen. Digestion is the process "from 
eating to assimilation" that allows this to happen.

Father has Said that "Faith is a fragile thing". So too is digestion. Digestion can be 
upset  by many things:  stress,  fear,  danger,  lack of food,  malfunction of  the many 
organs involved in digestion, and so on.

Perhaps so too, is Faith upset.

Could Faith be as automatic as digestion is when working Properly?
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If  you have minimal food to eat,  no matter how good your digestion, there is not 
enough nourishment to keep your body strong and healthy. If  you receive minimal 
Current Sea, no matter how good your Faith, there is not enough substance to give 
physical expression to that which you Hope for / is Father's Good Will for you.

If the food you eat feeds the parasites in you, what is left for you? Their fecal waste. If 
the Current Sea you receive feeds others, what is left for you?

Could the many misconceptions we have about food / digestion apply to Current Sea / 
Faith?

spiritual People nourish themselves poorly
fasting is healthy
if you eat too much you will be fat
rich food is unhealthy
empty food is healthy
you need to restrict your diet
you need money to buy food
you need work to get money
those who are unwilling to work deserve famine
food comes from the supermarket
you need to till the land and destroy the forests to grow food
you need to poison the land and crops with chemicals to grow food
pests can take / destroy your food / crops at will
weather can destroy your food / crops at will
thieves can take your crops at will
government must regulate food and can take it away at will
good People donate food / give it away / are willing to go hungry to let others 
have some food
you need to kill to have the food you need
you need chemicals to aid your digestion
there is not enough food for everyone to eat to satiation each and every day
it is a sign of "status" to buy your food instead of receiving it directly from your 
garden
the food you grow must be used to feed others
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If poisoned / altered food destroys our body, what does poisoned / altered current sea 
do to us?

Just some food for contemplation.
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The substance of

020712

In my last entry I proposed that:

Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.

If Current Sea is substance and substance is:

material of which anything is made
material object as contrasted with something intangible
material wealth; property

Then it follows that the Current Sea is the raw material of which anything is made. It 
also follows real material wealth and property is in the Current Sea.

What is Current Sea? Current Sea is the tangible manifestation of Father's Desire to 
nourish and sustain Life on Earth. It is composed of the energy and particles that are 
carried in the solar wind.

As I have said before, money may not grow on trees, but Wealth and Abundance sure 
rain down each and every day from the "Heavens".

We are in the process of reawakening to the significance of this Knowledge.
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As proposed before  1

021412

    Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
    The physical manifestation of things Hoped for 

is the evidence of things unseen.
    Faith is the process "from promise to fruition" 

that allows this to happen.

Father's Will and Intent to nourish and sustain us, makes it possible for that which we 
Desire to become tangible in the physical realm.

Father's  Will and Intent for us is a Blessing to us, limited only by our capacity or 
willingness to receive it.
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As proposed before  2

021512

    Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
    The physical manifestation of things Hoped for 

is the evidence of things unseen.
    Faith is the process "from promise to fruition" 

that allows this to happen.

Inner wealth, and therefore "one's worth" is directly related to a person's capacity to 
receive Current Sea. The more developed one's capacity to receive Current Sea and to 
Properly utilize it  is  8,  the greater  one's  inner  resources  /  reserves  are.  One feels 
strong and a perception of Abundance prevails - even if one chooses to minimize how 
much of this inner wealth is transformed into physical manifestation.

At  the  same  time,  one  whose  capacity  to  receive  Current  Sea  is  diminished  and 
misdirected, lives in poverty regardless of worldly appearances to the contrary. Their 
opulence is not a result of their "inner wealth" but of their capacity to steal and feed 
off others. Because they are not being nourished and sustained by the Current Sea, 
they live in famine and insatiable hunger.

8 That is to say, to not squander it  or let it  be split  asunder into lust, greed, hatred, anger, fear, stress, self  
sacrifice, donation, and so on. 
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A Simple Answer

021612

Linda and I, in conjunction with Mr., have put together some interesting information 
which became available after posting Mr.'s entry "A Different Way."

You can access this file by clicking here or by clicking on "A Simple Answer" on the 
right menu column.
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A gravy entry...

021712

Today's entry is a "gravy entry" as Linda Light-Heartedly observed because I simply 
get to post her entry for today. I'm very glad indeed to have provided the technical 
assistance  for  recording  this  new  audio  file  and  thus  facilitate  Linda's  Spiritual 
Progression. It is but one more way Desire takes physical form through Faith (and 
action).

Radiant Powerful Woman
By Linda Diane Mead

With lilac lavender dreams of balmy days of SunShine !

Martin and I went back to our archives of 2004 and retrieved information Father 
had  begun  providing  for  me  on  what  a  Woman  Warrior  is.  He  provided  a 
contemplation for me to discover myself. A Vision of what this is. My idea of a 
warrior at that time was based on a lifetime of indoctrination into deception. The 
idea of a feminine warrior was totally distressing to me.

In the months it took to begin unfolding, a dramatic shift in my perception took 
place. However the underlined deception still held a small space.

It was in the last week as I listened to Clif High being interviewed by Suzanne 
Toro, with Clif's thoughts on warrior vs. shaman that I recognized a need to 
return  to  Father's  Teaching  and  continue  my  understanding  of  a  Radiant 
Powerful Woman. Father has called this Vision of the feminine Warrior, Iconian. I 
have yet to understand the greater portend of this terminology.

We  are  sharing  the  introduction  to  this  great  learning  in  a  second  audio 
contemplation which you will  find in the left hand column of this blog titled 
"Radiant Powerful Woman". May Truth prevail and those People who seek Truth 
and Liberty begin the journey of receiving that which once they sought.
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With crystal blue skies and golden SunShine !

A permanent link to this audio file will also be provided shortly.
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As proposed before  3

021812

    Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
    The physical manifestation of things Hoped for 

is the evidence of things unseen.
    Faith is the process "from promise to fruition" 

that allows this to happen.

Physical  things are the evidence  of things unseen,  proof of the existence  of Faith, 
Desire, and Current Sea. Some time ago, when hearing my entries on Faith, Linda made 
the  observation  that  in  this  explanation  she  can  see  the  relationship  between  us, 
People, and the Current Sea: "While we can't see the Current Sea, it is out of these 
particles that substance is given to our Being. It is also out of this Abundance that our 
earthly experience is formed. Current sea is what forms into crystals, metals, water, 
gemstones, earth, plants, flowers, animals, and human bodies. These are all evidence 
of Father's Presence."

What we see in a Natural environment on Earth is the coming together of the physical 
manifestation of Earth's Desire, Father's Desire, People's Desire, and other benevolent 
Beings' Desire, all of which transform the Current Sea into tangible expressions that 
provide the Opportunity to increase our capacity to In-Joy and experience Creation 
through individual Creative Expression.
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As proposed before  4

021912

    Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
    The physical manifestation of things Hoped for 

is the evidence of things unseen.
    Faith is the process "from promise to fruition" 

that allows this to happen.

When you KNow Truth, the Evidence of Father's Presence and Good Will for us is 
readily recognized all around us.

When  we  let  the  unrighteous  /  unholy  pilfer,  destroy,  and  consume  the  physical 
manifestation  of  Father's  Good Will  for  us,  we  are  letting them destroy  the  very 
Evidence of His Existence and His Good Will for us. When we let the unrighteous / 
unholy pilfer, destroy, and consume the tangible evidence of our inner wealth, we are 
letting them destroy the very Evidence of our Faith.

It  is  not  a  coincidence  that  the  more  of  the  Earth's  resources  are  consumed  and 
destroyed, the more we separate ourselves from Nature,  and the more we confine 
ourselves to cities and structures built out of thievery,  death, and destruction, the 
more distant, intangible, and unreal Father appears to our senses. Similarly, the less 
tangible our Faith becomes. All that remains is an intellectual belief / idea of what once 
was a very Real Experience.
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As proposed before  5

022012

    Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
    The physical manifestation of things Hoped for 

is the evidence of things unseen.
    Faith is the process "from promise to fruition" 

that allows this to happen.

To go about acquiring wealth without first filling our inner resources with Current Sea, 
is like trying to strengthen the body by using silicone implants to simulate muscle 
mass.

The body may look strong, but there is no real strength.

One could go adding silicone implants to his body from now 'til eternity, and still there 
would be no real strength gained (except perhaps from having to carry all that extra 
weight).

This is a futile notion and attempt. It is self defeating and detrimental to one's well 
being.
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As proposed before  6

022112

Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

is the evidence of things unseen.
Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

that allows this to happen.

To go about building our wealth by working for money or pilfering the resources of the 
Earth / other People, is equivalent to using silicone implants to "strengthen" the body.

When Properly received, silicone in and of itself is, as Father has explained to us, a 
very  useful  element  that  supports  Right  and Proper  Function  of  the brain.  This  is 
evidence of Father’s Good Will to nourish and sustain us. However, when improperly 
received, as for example in the form of silicone implants, it becomes toxic to human 
health  (as  many People  have  ascertained  by own experience).  This  is  evidence  of 
unrighteous - unholy tampering against Creation.

When Properly received, wealth and resources are, as Father has explained to us, part 
and parcel  of a  Spiritual Life well  lived.  This is  evidence  of Father’s  Good Will  to 
nourish and sustain us. However,  when improperly received,  as for example in the 
form of industrial products which are produced from that which is pilfered from the 
Earth and People, they become toxic to our lives. This is evidence of unrighteous - 
unholy tampering against Creation.

It is how we go about it that makes the difference.
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As proposed before  7

022212

Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

is the evidence of things unseen.
Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

that allows this to happen.

It is how we go about it that makes the difference.

Another way to look at this is taking a look at the difference between buying tomatoes 
in a supermarket vs. growing your own tomatoes.

When someone buys tomatoes from a supermarket, that person will always run out of 
tomatoes,  and  will  always  have  to  work  more  to  get  more  money  to  buy  more 
tomatoes. As a matter of fact, because of inflation, with every passing year, it will take 
more money to get the same amount of tomatoes… until the day in which the prices of 
tomatoes will  increase faster  than his income and he will  be forced to reduce the 
amount of tomatoes he can receive. This is evidence of the ill will the unrighteous - 
unholy have for us and their fraud against Creation.

In contradistinction to this, when someone grows his own tomatoes, he may start with 
one seed. When this seed turns into a fruit bearing plant, he will have many tomatoes, 
one of which he will set aside for seed. Now he has lots of seeds for next year. When 
next  year  arrives,  he  plants  many  tomato  seeds  from  which  he  will  receive  an 
exuberant amount of tomatoes. Now, not only can he fulfill his every day need for 
tomatoes, but he can preserve some for the winter and save several tomatoes for seed 
too. The following year, he plants even more seeds and his harvest of tomatoes is so 
large that he has some Abundance left after taking care of all his needs,  including 
canning/ drying and seed saving. 
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In  excess  of  Abundance,  he  can  now  comfortably  trade  with  others,  without 
"sacrificing" his own well being or putting others first. This is evidence of Father’s Good 
Will and Intent for us to Live in Abundance and Sovereign Expression.
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As proposed before  8

022312

Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

is the evidence of things unseen.
Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

that allows this to happen.

To  work  for  money  so  that  we  can  buy  things  made  of  "Current  Sea"  and  thus 
surround  ourselves  with  "Current  Sea"  is  like  going  to  the  supermarket  to  buy 
tomatoes or strengthening our bodies with silicone implants. There is never enough. It 
will  always take ever increasing amounts of money and work, and in the end,  our 
health and sovereignty is compromised.

To receive the Current  Sea directly from the Father is  like planting tomato seeds. 
Within  a  short  period  of  wise  utilization,  tending,  and  conservation…  Abundance 
overflows and our sovereignty is expanded.
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As proposed before  9

022412

Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

is the evidence of things unseen.
Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

that allows this to happen.

To squander Current Sea or let it be taken from us is like trashing away all the tomato 
seeds or letting them be stolen. This forces us into the mercantile game of poverty 
indebtedness where we slave for money to buy tomatoes or even tomato seeds.

To Properly Utilize the Current Sea and "hold fast to it" is like saving tomato seeds. 
This gives us the raw material that will fruitfully nourish and sustain us.
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As proposed before  10

022512

Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

is the evidence of things unseen.
Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

that allows this to happen.

Where does one start if one has no tomato seed and is perhaps already working for 
money? Perhaps one has a friend who grows his own tomatoes and could share some 
seed. Perhaps one may have to purchase one tomato to begin a Different Way. In 
either case, receiving or purchasing just one heirloom tomato from someone who has 
already started doing it differently, to the best of his ability, "can yield an abundance 
that exponentially multiplies itself". (When there is a lack of wild seeds, heirloom are 
as close as we can get to the original intent of the Father for us.)

This is in contradistinction to obtaining hybrid or gmo tomatoes from any source, for 
this  represents  seed  that  has  been  deviated  from Father’s  Original  Intent  for  us. 
Therefore, "the quality and nourishment of what might be reproduced is diminished".

One way brings us closer to Father’s Good Will and Intent to nourish and sustain us. 
The other brings us closer to the unrighteous - unholy way to compromise our well 
being and interfere with Father’s Good Will for us.

It is how we go about it, that makes all the difference.

(Thank you Linda for your input)
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As proposed before  11

022612

Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

is the evidence of things unseen.
Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

that allows this to happen.

To have no Hope or Desire is like never planting the tomato seeds. No matter how 
many tomato seeds we have, they will never turn into fruit bearing plants.
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As proposed before  12

022712

Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

is the evidence of things unseen.
Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

that allows this to happen.

To have a false desire, is like growing tomatoes for those who wish to destroy us. Not 
only does this leave us empty handed, but it also ensures our own demise.
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As proposed before  13

022812

    Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
    The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

    is the evidence of things unseen.
    Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

    that allows this to happen.

Desire gives substance to our reality. This is why Desire is such an important thing.

When we make someone else’s desire ours, then we give substance in our life to that 
which someone else wants, this is done at our expense and at the cost of what would 
be Rightfully ours if we were manifesting our True Desire. This empties our resources 
and leaves us empty handed… dissatisfied with life and in constant hunger we live in 
spiritual poverty and destitution. 9

9 My first understanding of this concept came from reading the Avatar Mini Course by Harry Palmer.
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As proposed before  14

022912

    Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
    The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

    is the evidence of things unseen.
    Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

    that allows this to happen.

To perceive and experience the world from the false desire the unrighteous / unholy 
inculcated in us, is to give substance to fraud and deception. It is a self perpetuating 
delusion.
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As proposed before  15

030112

Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

is the evidence of things unseen.
Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

that allows this to happen.

Current Sea gives substance to that which is Desired. That which is Desired transforms 
"that which is unseen" into physical manifestation.

This is why it is  so important to reawaken to what one Truly Desires and to free 
oneself from the false witness given by the unrighteous / unholy and from someone 
else’s desires.

When one holds on to both Truth and deception, one is in inner turmoil and conflict. 
This hampers one’s Faith.
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As proposed before  16

030212

    Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
    The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

    is the evidence of things unseen.
    Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

    that allows this to happen.

The day we let go of this false desire given to us by the unrighteous / unholy, is the 
day fraud and deception dissolves into nothingness.
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As proposed before  17

030312

    Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
    The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

    is the evidence of things unseen.
    Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

    that allows this to happen.

The day we reawaken to our True Desire,  is  the day Life becomes once again an 
expression  of  Truth.  Our  experiences  become  once  again  a  True  manifestation  of 
Father’s Good Will and Intent for us.
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As proposed before  18

030412

    Current Sea is the substance of things Hoped for.
    The physical manifestation of things Hoped for

    is the evidence of things unseen.
    Faith is the process "from promise to fruition"

    that allows this to happen.

Father has shared the following Wisdom that is very appropriate to the KNowledge we 
have been reawakening to:

From within your Heartfelt Desire
comes a deep yearning / longing
for Father Which Is in Heaven
to serve your Endeavor.
Seek instead / always
to let your Endeavor
Serve that which Is in Heaven.

"Spiritual teachings" such as "The Secret" would have us believe Universe / Father is a 
"genie"  at  our  disposal,  ready  to  fulfill  whatever  distorted  desire  we  have.  This 
mistaken perception is compounded by our misunderstanding of what Father’s Good 
Will and Intent to Nourish and Sustain us Truly means.

Father corrects this misunderstanding by letting us Know we are to "Serve that which 
Is in Heaven". Not Him, not another, but but that which Is in Heaven.

Father further Clarified that this is to say, how do I Serve Divine Desire? Not how does 
Divine Desire serve human  desire. How do I manifest Divine Will and Intent? Not how 
does the Divine serve my heartfelt desire. 
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How do I Know moment by moment how to implement Divine Plan? Not how will 
Father implement my plan. With a little bit of contemplation, you may come to realize 
that this is very Freeing.

All Good Measure / Abundance is yours to do so.
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That which Is in Heaven

030512

Seek instead / always
to let your Endeavor
Serve that which Is in Heaven.

As explained by Father, "Heaven of [our] Desire is Right and Proper Function of [our]  
Divine Expression, in a Kingly, Right and Proper, straightforward manner."

We are to do this in a Kingly, Right and Proper, and straightforward manner.

Father explained to us that He Speaks of capital  "K" Kingly.  This  is different than 
wanton 10 desire as manifested by the unrighteous / unholy who have falsely crowned 
themselves as "kings"  upon this  Earth and laid  false  claim to all  Father  has Given 
People and Earth.

Instead, Kingly is a reference to our Regal Nature as Divine Children whose Birthright 
and Inheritance is the Abundance of Father’s Kingdom. We are neither servants, nor 
subservient to others / each other.

Right and Proper is to express our Divine Expression with Wisdom and Respect and in 
a manner that is consistent with Universal Law, Universal Truth, and Universal Love.

Straightforward manner is to be Honest and frank, without deviating "on our Path to  
[our] Appointed Goal".

10 lustful, unjust, malicious, extravagant, unrestrained, rebellious.
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More Correctly

030712

I have been updating our BlueStarWay website and in so doing noticed that many of 
the contemplations we have made available under BlueStarWay Creations are quite 
applicable to this topic of Faith and the shift of perception that is required to restore 
ourSelves to Truth in Light of the new Knowledge we have been re-awakening to.

So here is the first one:

    More correctly

    More correctly you would
    mentally contemplate supply, gently,
    not expecting hardship in your Endeavor.
    Speaking, writing inspirationally of your
    forward progression.

    Seek the Father’s Kingdom.
    Let go of failure.

    Solidify Heartfelt Desire to nourish and sustain
    your Endeavor by Divine Means.
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    Align Heartfelt Desire with Divine Will and Intent
    the Radiant Energy to which you aspire.

    It is not in the way of the world
    to support or sustain your Endeavor.
    It is, however, your Father’s Good Will
    to engage the material means by which
    your Endeavor takes form and shape.

    It is your Father’s Good Pleasure
    to give you the Kingdom
    includes the food on your table.

    All is Abundantly yours who Honor and Serve Him.

    Ask not what you can or cannot have
    ask instead what is His Good Pleasure
    to place before you.
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Changes have begun

030912

From Linda’s RoseNoel blog:

Changes have begun 11

With balmy days and aurora light nights ! 

Yesterday, we spoke with Father regarding the solar flare activity and potential 
for devastating effects, since Father had advised us earlier in the week to stay 
in, and bypass travel and other plans on Thursday and Friday. When we went to 
Him very  early  Thursday  for  refinement  of  Right  and  Proper  activity  or  non 
activity, we had just learned of the arrival of the X-flare. While in the past we 
have made references to being outdoors to receive the extra Abundance that 
was being made available through the solar flares, that is no longer the case. 
Father clearly indicated to us: it has begun.

For many years we have been aware of the potential for Earth changes: earth 
changing events that were  initiated not by the unrighteous – unholy but by 
Authorization of Father Which Is in Heaven.  We have joined many who have 
been  very  vocal  in  expressing  the  need  for  preparation.  The  unrighteous  – 
unholy initiated events, while catastrophic, are much less significant than what 
Father may eventually allow in the Earth’s Progression for her Survival and the 
Survival of those who end unrighteous – unholy activity. I have personally felt 
extreme  conflict  and  sorrow  over  participation  in  Father’s  Plan  which  will 
remove the unrighteous - unholy from the experience of the Earth, for there are 
People who have made choices to end their Earthly experience in the service of 
the  unrighteous  -  unholy  and  await  renewed  life  experience  through 
enslavement of their Souls in the artificial “heaven” of the unrighteous - unholy. 
Those  People  have  often  made  this  choice  through  the  deceptions  of  the 
unrighteous / unholy, while others of the People have chosen the path of the 

11  http://bluestarway.com/rosenoelblog/index.php?post/2012/03/09/Changes-have-begun
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unrighteous  -  unholy  through  lust  /  greed.  Either  way,  those  who  are  not 
seeking Truth / seeking the Divine Expression of Love, Peace, Truth, Life, Joy, 
and so forth upon the Earth will leave the experience of the Earth for whatever 
experience  awaits  them,  thus being provided an  opportunity to see  things a 
“Different Way”.

We have, with the utmost Faith, Hope, and effort, sought Truth and the ability 
to Live Harmoniously with the Truth Father has revealed. We have earnestly 
sought Life Expression of a Righteous and Holy fashion. This journey has not 
included “success”  in  the mercantile  game.  It  has  however  sustained us and 
provided for us in surprising ways. At this time, I have no expectation of poofing 
to the experience of this world on the energetic level of Truth, for Father has 
Said that I must bring Truth into the world rather than escaping to the world in 
(of) Truth.

It is with extreme dedication we continue our journey with the goal of Living a 
Life of Truth in the midst of the deception, for as long as required by Father 
Which Is in Heaven. It is further our utmost Desire to Progress to the new world 
of Righteous and Holy Expression.

Father has supported our Hope for and Faith in the potential of creating the 
“New Heaven” and “New Earth” right where we are. This place would have no 
experience of (and Hopefully no memory of) the “existence” of unrighteous – 
unholy upon the Earth.

Martin has posted in his BlueStar blog several excerpts from our Heliotropos / 
Showay book (self published in about 2003) with reference to our Sun’s “point 
of departure” and resulting Earth changes (Read his Heliotropos (Toward the 
Sun)  series).  A  few  years  ago,  Father  indicated  that  the  reason  Denali, 
Yellowstone, and New Madrid did not show activity at the designated time, was 
because a sufficient number of People were making changes and preparing, so as 
to provide additional Grace to the People. The dates in Showay are indication of 
the  Grace  the  People  have  received.  The  current  upsurge  in  activity  in  the 
Philippines is the indication Father Gave to us when I inquired about the Denali, 
Yellowstone,  New  Madrid  potential.  Devastation  of  the  Philippines  will  be 
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followed by devastation in China. We have recorded this information in our "A 
Changing Horizon" short story. If one considers Tibet and the Himalayan area 
part of China (which I do not), the devastation is building throughout the land 
holdings  of  the  unrighteous  –  unholy  who dictate  to  China.  The  upsurge  in 
Philippine devastation, Chinese devastation, quake activity in the central portion 
of  this  land,  and  current  solar  activity  are  clear  indication  that  while  the 
unrighteous – unholy have their own agenda, the Father’s Plan has begun.
There are many things at this time that we perceive as potential. However, these 
things are being withheld or undisclosed by Father at this time.

Suffice it to say, the changes have begun.

(Thank you Martin for your assistance in writing and posting this entry.)

On a SunShiny balmy Day of infinite beauty.
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Seek the Kingdom

031212

As explained by Father and mentioned before:

The Kingdom is your Desire for Heaven made manifest.
Heaven of your Desire is Right and Proper Function of your Divine Expression
in a Kingly, Right and Proper, straightforward manner.

To seek  Father’s  Kingdom includes restoration of our Desires  to Right  and Proper 
Function.  As  we  have  been  learning,  this  is  part  and  parcel  of  Right  and  Proper 
manifestation of our Faith.

Here is an another pertinent contemplation from our BlueStarWay Creations site:

    Seek the Kingdom

    To see, say, secure
    Right and Proper Desire of your Prayer
    requires but Quiet Time during which
    your Heart’s Desire lingers not on
    sorrow and pain of your Endeavor,
    but seeks instead a quiet interval of rest
    in Your Father’s Kingdom.
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    It begins in a slight shift of your Endeavor.

    Refuse to follow or obey
    and stop surrendering your Power
    to all previously known mortal endeavor
    in exchange for higher mortal endeavor.

    Seek Instead your Father’s Kingdom
    and all Good Will is yours.

Mortal endeavor is what we know as everyday life. Higher mortal endeavor is rising 
above the norm, yet still doing things within the framework of deception. Death awaits 
both 12.  

We are not learning to do things differently to simply do better within the deception 
and all its false teachings of what it means to be a "good and successful human being".

We are to seek Father’s Kingdom where Life awaits.

12 Refer to "Another Step Toward Truth" for a more detailed explanation of this. Published on February 23, 2011 
and available on BlueStarBlog Book 
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Time to prepare  1

031312

Father  has  once  again  reaffirmed  the  time  is  Now to  prepare  for  upcoming  solar 
events.

His main suggestion in the past days has been to begin construction of permanent 
canopies to allow People and / or animals to be outdoors without being exposed to 
direct radiation. That is to say, there will be times not even pets should be exposed to 
direct sunlight.

Preparation  also includes  being  ready  for  power  outages.  Storage  of  food,  water, 
cooking fuel, and alternative ways for night lights are all a good idea. If you are going 
into winter, you should also be thinking about ways to stay warm if electricity fails.

Prepare with the Hope and expectation that a Different Way is still possible (read A 
Simple Answer).
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Time to prepare  2

031512

It is my projection that the need for canopies will extend to the garden as well, where 
sunscreens may be needed to protect plants from "sunburns". A very expedient and 
cost effective way to accomplish this is to plant paulownia trees. Father has confirmed 
the suitability and desirability of planting these trees. They grow extremely fast and 
have an open canopy that allows filtered light through. This tree is currently being 
used in Asia as a way to recover land and provide shelter for other cultivated plants.

Another main advantage of the paulownia tree is that it is resistant to combustion and 
will re-sprout with full vigor were it to burn down or be torn down by high winds. This 
is of utmost importance to quickly repopulate land with trees should solar activity 
cause wild fires or high winds. People who classify this tree as invasive miss the point 
due to lack of vision and recognition of how solar activity will affect us upon Earth.

There  are  many sources  on the  internet,  including  internet  auction  sites,  that  sell 
paulownia trees or seeds. I would stay clear from any cultivars. Alternatively, you can 
learn to identify these trees and see if they already grow around your neighborhood. It 
is probably too late now to gather last year’s seeds, but you you never know. Take a 
look  just  to  make  sure.  If  no  seeds  are  available,  you could  obtain  a  cutting  for 
drafting. Always ask for permission when entering private property.
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Self defeating

031712

To seek Spiritual Progression with the idea that one must do so in poverty and lack is, 
as we have been learning, self defeating. You can’t do both.

Right and Proper Spiritual Progression restores our full flow of Current Sea because, 
of a necessity, Right and Proper Spiritual Progression realigns our Desires and requires 
us to learn how to:

   1. stop squandering the Current Sea we receive, and
   2. stop allowing it to be taken from us before we receive it.

This correction restores and increases our Inner Wealth and therefore the Abundance 
of our external environment.

When we seek to Progress while retaining the false notion of "how noble it is to live in 
poverty",  we unconsciously  sabotage  ourselves so as  to retain  malfunction of  our 
Being and thus remain in spiritual destitution. Otherwise, we would not be able to live 
in poverty.
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One or the other

031812

Right and Proper Spiritual Progression restores us to the Truth of Who we Are and 
therefore to the Abundance of Father’s Kingdom.

Unwillingness to Live in the Abundance of Father’s Kingdom keeps us from the very 
Spiritual Progression we seek.
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True Wealth

031912

To choose Father’s Kingdom is to choose True Wealth.

You can’t have one without the other.
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True Wealth  more

032012

Inner Wealth, in the most literal sense, is True Wealth.

When we are in full reception of the Current Sea and our inner resources are filled, we 
then have "the substance of things Hoped for and the evidence of things unseen".
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Just as

032112

Just as physical / tangible Abundance is an external manifestation / expression of our 
Inner Wealth and Faith…

… so too physical / tangible lack is evidence of inner poverty and spiritual destitution.
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Before it can happen

032212

Because physical / tangible Abundance is an external manifestation / expression of our 
Inner Wealth and Faith, before the unrighteous / unholy can thieve it, they have to trick 
us into allowing them to destroy / steal / squander our inner Wealth and Faith or trick 
us into simply giving our Abundance / resources / Current Sea to them.

Hence their  relentless efforts to demoralize,  dis-empower,  and shame us, make us 
think we are worthless, bring sickness and malfunction to us, trick us into leaning, and 
get us to accept there is nothing we can do about it, because after all, they  claim to 
be our "gods" / superior / masters.

School, religion, mercantile game, debt, rules and regulations, wars, movies, books, 
music, and the news are all but a means to accomplish this trickery. Just listen to the 
words / see the action and you will recognize this as a self evident fact.
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